


We are lucky enough to live in a time where we have a choice when it comes to the way we 
consume entertainment. You can always go old school and buy a ticket to see a film in the 
theater on opening night, but as advanced home-theater technology becomes increasingly 
available and affordable, it's become an alternative for many cinephiles to stay home and wait 
until their favorite films come out in high definition. 

There's nothing quite like experiencing a movie when your color changing lights are insync 
with the gendre film you are watching. Whether it’s a sci-fi adventure unspool on screen, or 
laughing along with the latest comedy -- whether they're screaming at a horror film or sobbing 
with a drama -- there's never a moment when a viewer can feel quite as connected to a film 
than when surrounded by synchronized Color changing lights in their home theater.

The EPIC SYMPHONY is an music interface that analyzes a variety of frequencies and 
controls LED channels accordingly. The symphony is completely controllable via RS232.

FEATURES:
• No programming is required
• Standalone unit or controlled via rs232 serial commands
• 2 kind of music inputs, line level in and detachable microphone
• Close contact control for on and off operation
• Can be used with most industry RGB LED controllers (constant current or constant voltage 
LEDs)
• 4 Channel controller RGBW
• Pre-addressed for different movie genre - horror, action, comedy and or concert shows, etc.
• Pre-addresses for a variety of music - classical, rock , pop, theatrical etc.
• Musical light show in your commercial or residential establishment
• Our solutions make it possible to increase the sustainability of soothing environments.
• Easily transform a space, and creates your own ambience mood with a customized and 
simplified music interface. Medical purposes (Stress and anxiety often are high for patients 
visiting a medical center and this can inhibit patient recovery time. If patients can customize 
their environment, it gives them additional control of their personal space. This, in turn, can 
have a positive effect on recovery time and quality.) 

Add to your epic theatrical experience.

Own your EPIC TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM.
Please contact Summer Monaco at EPIC SKY TECHNOLOGY or 
call: 1 800 507 5714 and order today.

www.epicskytech.com
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